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In radiation dosimetry, the absorbed dose D (Gy) which is the total energy absorbed
per unit mass can quantify the effect of radiation. However, using D to evaluate the
biological damage caused by radiation is inadequate because D does not indicate the
specific radiation type. The radiation effects on the human body are normally evaluated
by using the equivalent dose H(Sv), which is defined as the product of the absorbed
dose D and the quality factor Q given as a function of the linear energy transfer (LET) :
H = DQ. LET (keV/  m) indicates the energy deposited per unit path length (dE/dx) of
different radiation types. The quality factor Q varies from 1 to 30 depending on species
of radiation and its energy.
Space radiation consists of galactic cosmic rays (GC R), geomagnetic trapped
particles, solar energetic particles (SEP) and their secondary particles. The amount of
the dose equivalent in space reaches to 1 mSv per day, which is comparable with that
received on the ground in one year. The main components of doses in space are primary
charged particles (protons and heavy ions) and secondary neutrons produced by the
interaction between cosmic rays and the spacecraft materials. Thus, astronauts would
face the risk of intense radiation exposure. In addition, the LET of these radiations
distributes from 0.2 to 600 keV/m.
The operation of the high energy accelerators requires the observation and
maintenance of radiation safety in the environment around accelerators. Small amounts
of radioactivity are generated in the environment of accelerator during its operation,
and a mixed radiation field consisting of gamma rays, neutrons and charged particles
with a wide range of energies is formed around accelerators. The monitoring of such
radiation and radioactivity, as well as the measurement of the radiation dose due to them ,
are the important task to maintain the radiation protection in accelerator facilities.
However, it is normally difficult to measure precisely a small amount of radioactivity
produced and contaminated in accelerator environments such as air tunnel, cooling
water, and structures of accelerators, or to determine radiation dose of the mixed
radiation field. Particularly, there is a little of dosimeters which are usable for mixed
radiation as well as some complicated methods using a combination of several detector
systems are employed.

Therefore, it is necessary to directly measure the LET of radiation for evaluating H
in space and accelerator facilities.
Regarding the measurement of radiation dose in space, a Tissue Equivalent
Proportional Counter (TEPC) has been used by NASA as a s tandard space dosimeter.
TEPC is a simple gas proportional counter made of tissue equivalent plastics and filled
with tissue-equivalent gas. The LET is obtained from the TEPC by assuming that the
LET is equal to the lineal energy (the deposited energy divided by the mean chord length
of the detector) because position information cannot be given in TEPC. Then, the lineal
energy does not represent the LET precisely, and systematic errors of 51 % are the result
of this assumption.
RRMD (Real-time Radiation Monitoring Device) is an active detector telescope
which utilizes silicon semiconductor detector and others. RRMD has been used as realtime monitoring of space radiation which can achieve the LET distribution, particle
count rates, rates of absorbed dose and dose equivalent. However, it is not tissueequivalent made.
Recently, PS-TEPC (Position Sensitive Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter) has
been developed as a space dosimeter with the property of sensitivity to the position. PSTEPC is a dosimeter based on LET measurement, which can measure energies and tracks
of radiation simultaneously, give us the radiation dose for any kinds of radiation without
knowing their species. The detector of PS-TEPC is a time projection chamber (TPC)
made of tissue equivalent materials, where a micro pixel chamber ( -PIC) is used as a
two-dimensional position sensor. By using the PS-TEPC, three-dimensional tracks of
radiation as well as its energy can be measured, and obtain LET from the measured
energy and the track length of radiation. PS-TEPC can be used for radiation dose
management onboard the ISS and future manned space missions since it can precisely
measure the doses due to various charged particles covered under a wide range of the
LET energy spectrum.
An ideal tissue-equivalent dosimeter based on LET measurement should have the
following properties: an active (real-time) detector, having sensitivity to detect many
radiation types, having the ability to detect the incident position of radiation (position
sensitivity), being formed with tissue-equivalent materials, having sensitivity for
radiations incident isotropically, being stable and long -lived operation, and having
simple structures as possible.
The aim of this study is to examine the properties of PLSs in order to develop a tissue
equivalent LET spectrometer. Then, a new dosimetric system based on the LET
measurement can be established. This LET spectrometer would give the response to
many kinds of radiation and is constructed of materials which are close to water or
human tissues. This system offers the potential for using a straightforward method to
measure dose equivalent, which differs from existing methods where doses are
evaluated only for a known species of radiation.

To obtain the LET value, the deposited energy and path length of radiation in the
spectrometer must be measured simultaneously. Thus, for any candidate materials for
constructing a LET spectrometer, the material’s properties must be examined carefully.
For deposited energy information, the response of PLSs radiation must be studied.
Besides, for the path length of radiation in the spectrometer, the incidence position,
incidence angle of the radiation, and position resolution must be determined.
PLSs are selected as the candidate for constructing a LET spectrometer because of
their beneficial properties:
- PLSs are inexpensive materials which have the flexibility in shape and size
(cylinders, rods, flat sheets, etc.)
- PLSs have a very rapid decay time constant of about 2 – 3 ns.
- PLSs have the effective atomic number and density similar to those of water and
human tissues (because PLSs are composed mainly of hydrocarbon molecules).
Thus, plastic scintillators are the potential tissue -equivalent materials for
developing a dosimeter.
- PLSs can detect a variety of radiation types (photons, charged particles , and
neutrons).
However, PLSs have disadvantages as well:
- The non-proportionality between light yield and deposited energy, especially at
low energy region.
- The light yield is affected by quenching effect when irradiated with charged
particles.
- The response of PLSs to charged particles shows the particle species dependency
at the high value of the specific energy loss dE/dx.
To obtain the LET value, the deposited energy and path length of radiation in the
spectrometer must be measured simultaneously. Thus, the response of PLSs to different
radiation types as well as the incident position and incident angle of radiation in the
spectrometer need to be studied in detail. Additionally, the method for distinguishing
output signals from different types of radiation must be established.
In this study, three PLSs EJ-200, EJ-212, EJ-252 (2   2), which are polyvinyltoluene base, are examined.
The absolute light yield of PLSs is evaluated as Ws which is defined as the average
energy required to produce on scintillation photon in a scintillator. The W s is determined
as the result of deposited energy divided by the number of scintillation photon generated
in a scintillator. For incident gamma rays, the deposited energy corresponding to the
maximum Compton electron (Compton edge).
For incident gamma rays, Compton scattering which is the dominant interaction in
PLSs results in a Compton continuum in the energy distribution, hence, the deposited
energies are difficult to determine precisely. Then, the response of Compton electrons
represents the response of gamma rays. The relative light yield (relative scintillation

response) per unit energy deposited by electrons (called as “electron response”) of PLSs
are examined by using Compton Coincidence Technique.
For determining the deposited energy, an energy resolution is one of the essential
factors which must be evaluated, and the light yield is a significant feature in
consideration of the energy resolution. In this study, the energy resolution of PLSs is
evaluated from the results of the electron response and W s measurement.
In order to compare energy resolutions, the pulse height distribution for 60 -keV
gamma rays from an 241 Am was measured with the EJ-200 detector. This pulse height
distribution corresponds to the photopeak as the result of the interaction between low
energy gamma rays with low atomic number materials.
Besides the energy deposition feature, the position sensitivity of PLSs is examined
by using square-aligned PLS rods, and multi-segmented photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
are attached to both ends of the rods. By employing signals from both-end PMTs, the
possibility of using PLSs for position sensitivity would be confirmed . The
measurements using beta and alpha particles were performed, and preliminary data are
obtained. Then, a method to determine the incidence position of radiation into the
spectrometer, as well as the trajectory of this radiation, can be developed.
The plastic scintillator rod was used to study the response to ions also. The rod was
irradiated by heavy ions generated from an accelerator at HIMAC (H – 230 MeV, Si –
800 MeV/u, and C – 400 MeV/u).
Then, the energy resolution of PLSs can also be evaluated by comparing the
difference in the energy resolution due to different types of radiation.
Then, the operation principle and the design of a prototype for LET spectrometer is
considered and developed.

